This article is based on a talk given by Dr. Gundula Tutt at the 2. “Drive History” Conference April 12. - 14.
2018 organized by the Historic Vehicle Association (HVA) in Allentown / USA
(pictures in the text, which have not been taken by the author are cited as “large citations” - German:
“Grosszitate”- in a scientific, non-profit publication context. In compliance with European copyright laws,
reference is given in the related captions).

What is Patina? Tracking a term into the world of historic vehicles
1. An awkward case
In November 2015 I came across the description of a car to be part of RM’s “Driven by
disruption“ auction in New York1. The press praised the 1955 Ferrari 500 Mondial as “one of
the most original Ferrari Barchettas in existence” and celebrated it for its “beguiling,
spellbinding patina”2.

The Ferrari 500 Mondial 2015, depicted in RM’s auction catalogue “Driven by Disruption 2015 / lot 224
(photos:
Rene
Dargegen,
http://rmsothebys.com/en/auctions/NY15/New-York---Driven-ByDisruption/lots/r126-1955-ferrari-500-mondial-by-scaglietti/182101 , session 13-Sep-18).
1

RM Sothebys 2015

2

for example EASTHOPE, November 5. 2015, n. p.
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At first sight something seemed very strange with the car’s surfaces and a closer look gave
evidence the oh-so-unique “patina” was made up from deeply sanded, distressed fragments
of historic blue paint, and a lot of cloudy, sloppily made re-sprayings. In addition to that, a
thick, high-gloss clearcoat had been applied all over the mottled mixture of cracks, exposed
filler, spotted repairs and random fragments of an older blue paint... . You will understand I
was more than surprised by the misleading, if not delusive descriptions, obviously causing a
stir in the historic vehicle community. It had nothing in common with the wording I was
used to in the field of cultural heritage, where these exalted statements obviously had been
“borrowed”.
Shortly thereafter, I had the chance to discuss this case with the person in charge of the car at
RM. He confirmed the surfaces had undergone mechanical treatment and cloudy re-spraying
to finally obtain the present “look” (- leaving about 40% of the distressed first blue paint
under a modern clear coat finally applied allover). His concluding statement was something
like: “oh whatever, patina, - in the end it’s just a matter of personal taste anyway and nothing
you could clearly make up”. - ?
This opinion is symptomatic for a major part of the historic vehicle community these days.
Obviously “patina” has become some kind of fashionable term to describe a vehicle as
“looking old and used, but also somehow pleasing and therefore valuable”. At the same time
it is frequently used with very idiosyncratic, misleading to even deceptive intent. This
imbroglio is widely spread in the hobbyist community but also doesn’t stop short of
automobile historians, consultants, journalists and other professionals.
So the case of this Ferrari once more got me into deeper thinking:
What did I learn about patina in my practical and academic formation as a conservator and
how is this term be professionally defined? How can we foster a more detailed and clear
discussion here?
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2. Patina - an apparently very elastic term?
Today the public will not sweepingly reject signs of aging, wear and tear anymore, but also
take an emotional and “decorative” approach, visible in trends like “shabby chic”. Therefore
a lot of different kinds of aged appearance are used in advertising or for commercial displays
and becomes part of our everyday surroundings.

Top: display window of a fashion store, using big
photo-prints of chipping paint as background for
the mannequins (photo by the author)
Left: pre-distressed brand-new Blue Jeans
(photo: http://www.mekongwilkau.de/images/farIcebergde/11846016.jpg , session 13-Sep-18)
Right: pre-distressed, brand new leather jacket
(photo:
https://extremebikerwear.com/product/mensmotorcycle-brown-distressed-leather-policejacket/, session 13-Sep-18)
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But in the professional field only clear definitions will enable us to have a fruitful discussion
and draft concepts for conservation and restoration projects. Clear professional wording will
also support the vehicle owners, who in many cases stand completely unprepared to
disorienting fabulations, like for example those in auction catalogues.
So then what is patina? Let’s take a look on some historic vehicles, which colloquially have
been connected with this designation:
- vehicles which have been preserved in more or less aged, but well kept condition and
show traces of use coming from their “worklife”:

Above: 1900 Renault Type C, in most
parts still bearing its original paint and
even the first interior
Left: aged surfaces of a 1929
Mercedes-Benz SSK, incorporating all
its historic phases. (photo: by the
author)
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- vehicles showing obvious traces of long-term neglect, like the 1956 Opel Olympia
Record Caravan shown below. The owner claims not have washed it since 1977 and calls
this a “scientific experiment on patina”3:

(photo:
https://www.augsburger-allgemeine.de/panorama/Auto-waschen-Seit-40-Jahren-sagt-dieserProfessor-Nein-danke-id41634251.html, session 13-Sep-18).

- The same is for barn finds like this 1962 Opel Kapitän PL-V:

(photo: http://www.auto-motor-und-sport.de/news/scheunenfund-opel-kapitaen-pl-v-lebendig-begrabenund-nun-endlich-frei/, session 13-Sep-18)

3

Prof. Hanns-Lüdecke Rodewald, Berlin, http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hanns-L%C3%BCdecke_Rodewald
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- mere fragments like this:

(photo: Susan Meyers)

- or this 2003 Opel Astra V8 Coupe, which has been operated at the ADAC 24hrs on the
Nürburgring. After the event, the racetrack dirt has been „fixated“ by applying a clearcoat
all over it:

(photo: http://www.rockcrawler.de/index.php/Thread/33312-Scheunenfund-konservieren/ , session 13-Sep18)
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- and even quite unusual creations like this fully restored Porsche 911S, finally wrapped
with decay-printed adhesive foil:

Top: Porsche wrapped with adhesive foil in patina-effect print allover the body (photo: http://www.motortalk.de/news/elf-neun-elf-geklebt-nicht-lackiert-t5640799.html, session 13-Sep-18)
Bottom: applying the wrap to the Porsche shown above (- ready-made “patina-effect”covers like this are
also available for other car models). (photo: https://www.tuningblog.eu/en/categories/autos-of-az/crazywrapzone-martini-livery-porsche-911-991-gt3-rs-90784/ , session 13-Sep-18).
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3. Let’s take a look into history….
So we see, just adding up different “cases” is not very constructive, but only will add more
confusion. Maybe a look on historic developments around this nebulous term “patina” can
help us to sort it out?
In the 16TH Century the term “patina” (which in the Italian language of the time meant “thin
layer” or “varnish”) was coined for green or brown corrosion layers on the rediscovered
bronze statues of roman antiquity. Surfaces like this were perceived as a kind of
“sophisticated rust”, giving these monuments a special venerability representing the
honoured old ages, culture and tradition4.

Bronze statue of Emperor Augustus on the Forum
Romanum,
1ST
Century
A.D
(photo:
http://www.domusappia154.com/author/valerio/?lan
g=en, session 13-Sep-18)

Filippo Baldinucci’s art encyclopedia finished in 17285 mentions the term for a dark tone
developing on the surface of paintings with time. In the following “patina” becomes widely
used in the context of numismatics and metal works of art6.
In the 18th Century, traces of use, frequent polishing and the resulting mellow surfaces on
silverware were regarded as visible signs of “old money” and the fact the silver had been in
the family for generations7. The ability to distinguish between genuine and fake patina was
regarded as a detail of real connoisseurship at that time 8.
4

BRACHERT 1985, p. 9

5

Filippo Baldinucci (*1625 – 1696): an italian painter, art theorist and biographer of italian artists,
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Filippo_Baldinucci, session 7-Mar.-18
and http://www.oxfordreference.com/view/10.1093/oi/authority.20110803095442582, session 8-Mar.-18
6
BRACHERT 1985, p. 10
7

CLIFFORD 2015, p. 126

8

CLIFFORD 2015, p. 127
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English 18th century teapot, showing traces
https://scottishantiques.com/, session 13-Sep-18)

of

age,

frequent

use

and

cleaning

(photo:

The 19TH Century developed a deeply emotional approach towards the picturesque appeal of
antique ruins and medieval monuments. In Germany we even have a term for this, which is
“Ruinenromantik” and can be translated as “the romanticism of ruins”9. It grabs quite well
the emotionally charged approach to “the old ages”, sensed in decaying historic buildings
and their special aesthetics.
This inclination compares well with some ideas on “patina” in the historic vehicle
community today.

Left: oil painting by Caspar David Friedrich: “Ruin of the Cloister Eldena” (1824)
(photo: http://de.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Datei:Caspar_David_Friedrich_Eldena_Ruin.jpg, session 13-Sep-18)
Right: Poster staging an abandoned car. (photo: https://produto.mercadolivre.com.br/MLB-871580154quadros-vintage-retr-para-decoraco-categoria-carros-_JM, session 13-Sep-18)

9

for example SIGMUND 2002
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At the same time mainly British art connoisseurs developed a real craze for darkened varnish
on paintings10 that, in their perception “mellowed their tone, and made them more valuable
than in the state they left the painter’s easel”11. For this, also a lot of artificial treatments were
given to newly painted works at that time, like we sometimes experience it on vehicles
today12.

Darkened surfaces and varnish on Ludwig Knaus’ oilpainting„Feuer im Dorf“ (1854)
(photo: http://images.zeno.org/Kunstwerke/I/big/1460201a.jpg, session 13-Sep-18).

A touchy-feely and longing approach to the remains of the past, representing a desirable, but
bygone pure living and culture also pervaded the works of John Ruskin13 and William
Morris14. These British pioneers of modern conservation for the first time published ideas
about respecting and protecting the traces of age on buildings. They thought them as unique,
ennobling signs for their historic origin15.
At the turn to the 20TH Century these ideas lead to a professionalization and new structures in
the care for historic monuments.

10

LOWENTHAL 2015, p. 266

11

REDGRAVE 1866, p.4f

12

REDGRAVE 1866, p.5

13

RUSKIN 1849
and 1851-53
William Morris founded the „Society for the Protection of Ancient Buildings“ in 1877, one of the early organisations dedicated to the
protection and conservation of historic monuments
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Society_for_the_Protection_of_Ancient_Buildings, session 8-Mar.-1)
LOWENTHAL 1985, p. 164f.

14

15
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One of the driving protagonists of this new conservation movement was Alois Riegl, an art
historian, museum curator and university professor working in Vienna16.

Alois Riegl, ca. 1890
(photo:
http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alois_Riegl,
session 13-Sep-18)

Similar to Ruskin and Morris, Riegl opposed contemporary attempts to renovate or recreate
buildings explicitly valued for being historic, to a like-new appearance. In his eyes this
contradictory approach destroyed important parts of their historic significance and aura17.
Amongst the philosophical “values” he considered crucial for the perception of ancient
buildings, he assigned the so-called “age value” (in German: “Alterswert”) as one of the most
important18.
In his theories the “age value” is captured in the tangible traces of age, use and even decay
visible on the object. These uniquely characterize it as a witness of history. In this point he
clearly disagreed with the mainly aestheticizing approach many of his colleagues held on
“patina”19.

16

REYNOLDS 2013
BACHER 1995, p. 13ff
Until his death in 1905, Riegl was general curator of the “Zentralkommission für die Erforschung und Erhaltung der Kunst- und historischen
Denkmale“, the predecessing organisation of today’s state office for the protection of historic monuments in Austria
17
RIEGL 1903, p. 53ff
HAMMER 2007, n.p.
APPELBAUM 2011, p. 104 and p. 108.
18
RIEGL 1903, p. 57ff
and 1905 p. 114f
19
RIEGL 1903, p. 57
SIMMEL 1911, p. 137ff
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In the course of the 1950s, patina became a subject also for private collectors, especially in
the field of antique furniture.
So for example Albert Sack, a well renowned American antique furniture specialist,
explained in his publication „Fine points on Furniture“ (first printed in 1950) that real patina
coming from the history of the piece “affects the antique-lover in much the same manner as
the mellow taste of a well-aged wine affects the gourmet”. He also states that pieces, which
have been bereft of their historic surfaces by restoration “are worth but a fraction of the value
of those that have retained their mellow patina”20.
The 1950s and 60s also see a wider public appreciation for the historic vehicle movement.
Many of the cars taking part in these early events still were in what we would call
“unrestored original condition”, bearing the traces of their “worklife” 21.

Left: 1898 Benz Velo, taking part in one of the first trans-national historic vehicle rallies. The event was
organized by the British Mercedes Benz Club in 1954, leading the drivers from Middlesex to the Mercedes
factory in Untertürkheim/ Germany (photo: MOTOR TREVUE 1954, n. p.).
Right: Early collector’s models of historic cars, released by the Veteran Car Club of GB in 1963 (photo: fullpage advert, VETERAN CAR CLUB OF GB 1963, n. p.)

The lasting interest for historic motoring also may be connected to the so called “nostalgia
movement” emerging in the 1970s.
In the following a new recognition of flea market objects or historicizing (but mostly
reproduced) elements for interior design and decoration came into fashion. A “pleasing,

20

SACK 1950, p. 293f

21

for example WOLFF 1954, n. p.
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somehow nice old fashioned look” and (often just replicated) folk art became part of
everyday life in the private home or for the interior trim of restaurants.

Examples for the 1970s „Nostalgia movement“:
Above: interior design, picking up „rustic“ features relating to antique rural furniture (- but using modern
upholstery materials etc…), (photo: http://www.scottnesbitt.info/rustikale-eckbank/, session 13-Sep-18)
Bottom: flea market objects like milk cans were embellished with newly painted folk-art designs (photo:
Uwe Klaus, https://www.bauernmalerei.biz/bauernmalerei/, session 13-Sep-18)
Bottom center: the same applies to graphic designs and other features - for example in movies and on
television -, which celebrated a contemprary interpretation of „the good old days“ (graphics: Sara Kay,
https://www.plumetismagazine.net/inspiration-holly-hobbie/, session 13-Sep-18)
Bottom right: rustic electric lamp, newly made from wrought iron in a nostalgia style (photo: by the author)
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A highly emotional to even “aggressive” international discussion on patina emerged in the
1980s, about the cleaning and conservation of Michelangelo’s frescoes in the Sistine Chapel
(done 1982 -1994)22.
This worldwide uproar followed some more locally limited “cleaning controversies”, which
had already had come up 1844 and 1947 over removing darkened varnishes on paintings of
the National Gallery in London23 or 1978 in the National Gallery of Art in Washington24.
So also in the “Causa Sistina”, media and art historians incriminated the restorers for
destroying the patina of the paintings, which now revealed their initial manieristic colors
again.

Fresco of the Prophet Daniel in the Sixtine Chapel, before (left) and after treatment (right)
(photo: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Restoration_of_the_Sistine_Chapel_frescoes, session 13-Sep-18).

But on closer inspection, the measures applied to Michelangelo’s masterpieces focused on
taking off aggressive grime, overpaintings and discoloured coatings, which had been applied
in previous treatments.
Many of the critics referred to Riegls philosophical, but also quite indistinct and emotional
descriptions of “patina”- Here it became urgently obvious there was no practical definition
yet on what should be considered dirt or damage and what was the “patina” to be conserved
with the object.
Therefor Thomas Brachert, at that time in charge of the “Institut für Kunsttechnik und
Konservierung” at the Germanische Nationalmuseum in Nürnberg 25 , started in-depth
research on the issues of “patina” and its relation to conservation. He compiled his studies in
22

for example RIEDL 1987
and N.A. 1987
and SCHULLER 2000
23
KECK 1984, p. 75ff and p.83f
24

KECK 1984, p. 84

25

MIßFELD 2013,
the “Institut für Kunsttechnik und Konservierung” in Nürnberg still is one of the leading German research facilities for conservation and
restoration
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the first book entirely dedicated to this subject, examining the complex interactions of
“patina” with a responsible, but at the same time practical preservation of different kinds of
historic objects26.
In 1999 the first HVA/FIVA Preservation Award, honoring vehicles that retained much of
their original components, materials and finishes was conferred at Pebble Beach Concours d’
Elegance.
In 2001 the first pre-war preservation class, also referring to original surfaces and no
restoration of the body, was established at Pebble Beach. The winner was a 1922
Locomobile 48 Sportif:

(photo:
http://forums.vwvortex.com/showthread.php?4338944-Dual-Cowl-Phaeton-The-UltimateConvertible, session 13-Sep-18)

With events like these, “patina” gained wider attention in public and a heated discussion
emerged in the historic vehicle community, which continues to the present day.

26

BRACHERT 1985
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4. Distinguishing between patina, dirt and damage in professional terms
Bracherts publication for the first time gave clear definitions for terms like “patina”, “dirt” and
“damage”, which in the meantime have been adopted for good professional practice in the
conservation and restoration of historic objects:
In this context “patina” is defined as
Changes of and within the material belonging to an object or in our case vehicle, coming
from normal use, normal care and according to normal aging27.
Like: Tarnishing of metals, matting, yellowing or cracks in paints due to normal aging of the
material, reduction of layer thickness and scratches deriving from use, cleaning or polishing,
stone-chippings from driving and so on…

Above left: 1953 Saab 92 B, paint surfaces on the body with traces of use and care (photo: by the author)
Above right: 1938 MIELE Herren-Motorfahrrad, tarnished metals (photo: Jan-Henrik Wolf)
Low left: 1935 DKW Schwebeklasse, aged artificial leather covering the body (photo: by the author)
Low right: seat of a 1937 Riley, leather covers with traces of use and ageing (photo: by the author)
27

BRACHERT 1985, p. 10
and CLIFFORD 2015, p. 240
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But of course we have to consider: patina coming from age or use not necessarily will look
“nice” and may even clearly disrupt what we would call “the initial design intent” of a
vehicle.

Actress and private racer Elinor Blevins ca. 1915, at the steering wheel of her race car which is bearing
typical heavy traces of normal competitive use (photo: Harris & Ewing Collection,
http://www.shorpy.com/node/5363, session 13-Sep-18).

When we talk about “dirt”, we describe
Layers of material not belonging to the vehicle’s fabric, which can be removed by cleaning
and without damaging the vehicle’s materials (- like for example bird droppings, mud,
accumulated lubricant or dust)28.
Dirt layers do not belong to patina!
Sometimes you may find something we could call ”historically significant dirt” on a vehicle,
directly relating to important events in the vehicle’s history.
In such a case it may well be an idea to keep and even conserve these soilings in place, but
please: don’t call them patina! It always will be dirt.

28

BRACHERT 1985, p. 11
In some cases dirt may penetrate into the substance of the object over time. When such layers cannot be removed without damaging the
fabric any more, Brachert recognizes them as part of the patina also.
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Left: dusty “barn find” VW “Beetle” (photo: Benjamin Seide)
Right: car taking part in the Rally Paris-Dakar in 1983 and still is preserved like it left the track, - including
the dirt that was running into the footwells during river crossings . Layers like that may be regarded as
important trace of the vehicle’s history. (photo: by the author).

Here it may be appropriate to add a “short message from the conservator”:
From time to time, it is discussed to “conserve and protect” historic dirt layers by applying a
clearcoat all over. From the conservator’s view this is in no way an adequate measure, as
such a more or less irreversible treatment will severely change the surfaces and overall
appearance of a vehicle. Strictly speaking: covering a car with a non-reversible clearcoat is
equal to re-spray it with a yellow, green or pink paint layer (- even if it may not be so obvious
on the first glance…).
Referring to “damage” we describe
Changes in the material which considerably limit or inhibit the functionality and safe use of a
vehicle ( like failing mechanical parts, corroded electric installations, rusted through
structural elements …)
In addition to that the term “damage” applies to phenomena of severe and rapidly
progressing deterioration in the historic fabric, (like loose, chipping paints or tears in
upholsteries, that will lead to rapidly progressing losses with normal use)
The term “damage” also applies to effects not coming from use, but from long term neglect
(also to be described as “deterioration in storage”29), like we often see it on so called “barnfind” vehicles).

29

APPELBAUM 2007, p. 38
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Left: decayed remains of a 1949 Talbot Lago from the Baillon-Collection (photo:
https://www.largus.fr/actualite-automobile/vente-collection-baillon-les-premiers-lots-battent-deja-des-records5937384-7353915-photos.html, , session 13-Sep-18)
Right: damaged original seats in a 1930 Bugatti T43 (photo: by the author)

Phenomena like these do not belong to patina!
Like in the case of dirt, there also may be damages which are crucial witnesses of a vehicle’s
history, and thus important for its individual significance:

The 1932 Ford V8 Model 18, driven by Bonnie Parker and Clyde Barrows at their last shootout with state
authorities. The damages relating to this event today have to be regarded as “historically important” (photos:
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bonnie_und_Clyde, session 13-Sep-18).

Outside the theoretical discussion, of course, certain gray areas may be found between the
three phenomena described. But overall, these definitions have proven very useful and
applicable in practice.
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By the way: careless, sloppy work in restoration cannot be whitewashed by declaring it for
patina!

Very sloppy, orange peel structured by-sprayings,
done during a recent restoration (photo: by the
author) – this is not patina!

An venerably aged vehicle bearing its authentic patina always will show its unique history
and tells us on first sight “I am a genuine original and not a fake” .

1928 Bugatti Type 35B, preserved in historic condition
(photos: https://www.hemmings.com/blog/2016/09/16/bugatti-type-35b-remains-unrestored-87-years-afterwinning-the-first-monaco-grand-prix/, session 13-Sep-18).
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This is not so clear for so called “completely restored” cars and their modern, “like new”
surfaces, which in many cases can hardly be distinguished from a well-made replica.
So: which one is the original Bugatti T35B and which one the Pur Sang copy?

Top: “fully restored” 1930 Bugatti T35 B (photo: http://autorevue.at/autowelt/1930-bugatti-type-35b-grandprix-preis, session 13-Sep-18).
Bottom: Pur Sang copy, just recently built in Argentina (photo: http://petrolicious.com/articles/pur-sangsjohn-bothwell-on-building-a-modern-bugatti-empire-in-argentina, session 13-Sep-18).
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5. Intentionally distressed historic surfaces
We could also take a completely different approach and try to compare the artificially
hyperbolized interpretations of “patina” on some vehicles we could call “a worship of rust”
to Japanese “Kintsugi”. This traditional repair method for ancient pottery does not try to hide
the traces of damage, but enhances them by inlaying the glued cracks with gold powder.
These “precious scars” are considered as a special refinement and the repaired piece even
more unique and valuable than before30.
But as related vehicles and their in most cases artificially distressed surfaces are not
underpinned by a comparably deep spiritual tradition31, they more or less end up in pseudohistoric Kitsch.

Left: Japanese bowl repaired in “Kintsugi”-technique
(photo: https://www.lifegate.com/people/lifestyle/kintsugi
Right:
distress-treated
and
finally
clearcoated
http://diepatinatoren.blogspot.com/, session 13-Sep-18)

1969

Jaguar

E

Type

(photo:

Instead, full-scale “patination treatments” only try to pretend a misleading and artificial
impression of “old” and therefor show obvious similarities to contemporary fashions of
nostalgia in shabby chic furniture.

30

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kintsugi, session 9-Mar.-18
and MY MODERN MET April 25. 2017
31
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kintsugi#Philosophy, session 9-Mar.-18
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Left:
“shabby
chic”
furniture
from
a
2018
internet
catalogue
(photo:
https://www.wohnen.de/flurgarderobenset-bunt-shabby-chic-recyclingholz-jamaica.html, session 13-Sep18)
Right: Artfully distressed and embellished VW Beetle (photo: photo by @vwsouthtowne,
https://www.webstagram.one/media/BmpJrVmHeoa, session 13-Sep-18)

This especially applies for a combination of intentionally distressed surfaces and technical
tuning on so called “rat”-vehicles, which disrupt their historic entity and congruent
appearance, just in favour of superficial effects.

Left: distressed 1969 Karman Ghia 1500, obviously equipped with technical “tuning” (photo:
http://www.autobild.de/bilder/ford-f-100-pick-up-nascar-auktion-5866985.html#bild27, session 13-Sep-18)
Right: 1935 Chevrolet Sedan, transformed to a “Rat-Rod” car, bearing lot of “modern” modifications (photo:
http://www.cokertire.com/blog/sema-2015-rat-rod-1935-chevy/, session 13-Sep-18).

The surfaces of “rat-vehicles” show a different appearance than naturally aged paints, as the
rims of chippings have been grinded down and the mottled effect in most cases has been
enhanced by sanding or other treatments. They celebrate an “outlaw look” to demonstrate
independence from common aesthetics (- “your rules don’t apply to me” -), and in this way
also may be perceived as a kind of macho statement.
This of course doesn't comply with the holistic approach demanded to preserve a vehicle’s
historic significance.
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6. Artificial patination treatments on modern surfaces
Besides arty effects using just distressed historic surfaces, so called “artificial patinations” are
used on recently rebuilt or even completely faked cars. Here elaborate chemical,
mechanical or artistic treatments are applied to sham an aura of “old” and to emotionally
charge wannabes like this Bentley Chimera.

Bentley “bitsa-special”, put together using parts from several different models and a body following the just
ideas of the builder. The car finally has been completely covered with paint and glazes to pretend dirt and
distressed areas and obtain a kitschy impression of “old” (photos: by the author)

In some awkward way you could admire the elaborate illusionistic work the artist delivered
to even create artificial run marks around the tank nozzle! But anyway, it’s nothing but
“scene painting” and not a bit more historic than the foil wrapping on the Porsche we saw
before.
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7. “Repurposed Patina”
A special phenomenon in recent car design may be regarded as „second hand patina“.
The traces of use and age employed here relate to a „former life“ of aged materials,
which are reused in vehicles. These fabrics are used to create visually and emotionally
appealing design effects in newly built cars, interpreting the worn surfaces in a
completely new context. This again complies with contemporary fashions, for example
in interior design.

Above left: the 2013 Chrysler Ram Laramie Longhorn
edition uses repurposes french walnut fence posts for
wooden details in the car.
(photo:
https://www.topspeed.com/cars/dodge/2011dodge-ram-laramie-longhorn-special-edition, session 13Sep-18).
Above right: the 2011 Fiskers Karma interior employs
reclaimed white oak from the depths of Lake Michigan,
or charred redwood from California forest fires
(photo: https://jerrygarrett.wordpress.com/2013/08/28/onthe-road-new-life-for-dead-wood/ , session 13-Sep-18).
Bottom: a 2012 Pininfarinha Cambiano Concept Car
shows wood accents crafted from old gondola poles of
Venice’s canals (photo: https://jerrygarrett.wordpress.com/2013/08/28/on-the-road-new-life-for-dead-wood/,
session 13-Sep-18).

8. Treatments for damaged original surfaces in restoration, following the Charter of Turin
Due to the ravages of time, not many historic vehicles were so lucky to survive in used, but
well-kept condition, so they only may require some conservation treatments and care with
suitable materials. Many of them already have been restored and worked over completely,
so we cannot regain their original materials any more. In such cases we should not pretend
these surfaces as “old” using age-imitating and shabby-chic treatments.
But don’t get me wrong, I don’t want to generally condemn all “artificial patination” in the
first place. Depending on the case it can be a very useful tool to again visualize the authentic
appearance of vehicles, which are stuck some kind of “in between” preserved and
renovated. This means, they bear significant areas of historic and therefor often patinated
fabric and at the same time large, aesthetically disturbing losses. Here even the usual spot
repairs with uniform, new paint will give a strange and irritating effect.
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With other cultural objects, conserving and stabilizing chipping areas plus meticulously
matched in-paintings are common, very useful treatments for cases like this, so heavily
injured areas can be reintegrated into the original surfaces.

1929 Mars A 20 Motorcycle
Above left: area of the rear wing (underneath the carrier) before treatment, bearing big damages in the
original paint.
Above right: after replenishing the original paint with authentic material and patination of the in-paintings.
Below: intermediate state of the in-paintings (before patination), transition zone between original paint and
inpainting done in a way that spares as much of the original as possible (photos: by the author)

Measures like this may spare the vehicle from a “complete restoration”, which will destroy
also the remaining parts of the original.
But, and this is critical, additions reproducing authentic material and patina of original
surfaces will require a clear documentation and permanent marking to avoid the criticism of
fraudulent misinterpretation or even forgery32. In addition to that, reversible materials, or, if

32

see also SIMEONE FOUNDATION 2012, p. 98f
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this may be not possible, just materials complying with the historic surfaces have to be
employed.
There also should be a certain amount of genuine historic material left on the object, to serve
as a kind of “optical anchor point” for the replenishments and give a result different from any
dubious full-scale imitation.

9. Patina and decision-making
The Mars motorcycle project shows the challenging balance between preserving as much
historic fabric as possible and replenishing, when dealing with patinated surfaces. But in my
opinion heavily “scarred” objects like this also deserve our full dedication and the best
possible treatments.
Respecting the “Alterswert” does not mean we must get lost in an uncritical and emotional
aestheticism of decay, on the expense of other important aspects like functionality or “artist’s
intent”, which in the case of vehicles should be called “manufacturer’s” or “designer’s
intent.”
In their publications Alois Riegl and his german colleague Georg Dehio already have
determined that restoration and even mere conservation always will add today’s
interpretation to the object33 . Here we have to keep in mind “patina” is an authentic
testimony of the vehicle’s history, but not the only aspect of historic significance.
In practice this means we should not merely aim on “preserving the patina“ like it is often
demanded by amateur enthusiasts, as this just grabs a superficial, aesthetic approach.
Of course it is cruicial to preserve the historic fabric, which, due to age and the vehicles
“worklife”, may show lighter or stronger signs of ageing and use. But such changes in the
material may not necessarily look “nice” and even hinder other crucial aspects of a vehicle,
like technical operability or the initial design, which also importantly mirror its significance,
era and authenticity.
So decisions made in this context will have to be well-thought compromises, which have to
be tailor-made for each individual case and cannot be simplified to mere formulas.
Regarding the historic context, for some very special reference vehicles, it may even be the
best decision to not touch them. In such cases all damages and traces coming from their
individual history may be conserved, even if this may forbid active use. But also in these
cases we should avoid confusing damages with patina!

33
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Left: Kaiser-Wilhelm-Gedächtniskirche in Berlin, left as a ruin and memorial for the destructions during
WWII (photo: https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kaiser-Wilhelm-Ged%C3%A4chtniskirche, session 13-Sep-18).
Above right: Double phaeton 28/32 PS built 1910 by Gräf & Stift. In this car archduke Franz Ferdinand of
Austria and his wife were assassinated on June, 28. 1914 in Sarajevo, which led to the outbreak of WWI.
The car today is kept in unaltered condition in the Heeresgeschichtliche Museum Wien
(http://diepresse.com/home/zeitgeschichte/3817898/Der-Phaeton-des-Grafen-Harrach_Ein-Oldtimer-derWeltgeschichte, session 13-Sep-18).
Low right: The „Bugatti from the lake“, recovered from Lake Geneva after 70 years and today kept at the
Mullin Museum in historically evolved condition (photo: http://mattstonecars.com/the-lady-in-the-lake/,
session 13-Sep-18)

In the last years a growing number of cars in so called „untouched condition“ were put
in active use again. In many cases their owners avoid any treatment in an attempt of
mislead „authenticy“. Nevertheless, cars like this urgently need conservation and
sensitive treatments to at least stabilize the historic fabric, or they will fall apart and be
„used up“ in short time.
In most of the projects around historic vehicles in active use we will have to face difficult
decisions to balance the preservation of patinated, maybe even considerably weakened
historic fabric, functionality and “manufacturer’s/designer’s intent”.
Here a clear wording following the professional practice and terms in the conservation of
cultural objects will be very helpful to distinguish between “patina”, “dirt” and “damage” or
so called “artificial patinations”.
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1928 Bentley 4½ liters, forgotten since the 1960s and recently found in parts in a London house.
The car has been reassembled technically overhauled and put into operation without any further
conservation treatment, so the heavy damages from neglect (not from normal use!) will cause the
fabric to rapidly deteriorate in active use. We could see cars like this as a kind of „moving corpse“
or „Zombie-Cars“...
(photos: above and bottom left by the author, bottom right:
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3220852/The-build-Bentley-Incredibly-rare-1928-cartaken-apart-kept-BOXES-50-years-finally-restored-former-glory.html, session session 13-Sep-18)

It also can be useful to “think outside the box” and exchange experiences with restorers for
example taking are of historic organs in active use34 or modern and kinetic art35. Working on
such “operable cultural objects” which, - like our historic vehicles -, are far beyond “art stuff
just hanging on a wall”, the same problems are experienced, discussed and dealt with for
many years.
34

for example WATSON 2010

35

for example FAIL BETTER 2013
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Top: “Klamauk” (roughly to be translated as “Hullabaloo”), a driving, noising, steaming and fireworking
vehicle object built in 1979 by the Swiss artist and race enthusiast Jean Tinguely on the bases of a tractor36;
1981 it is capturing the track in the Mémorial–hill climb at St. Ursanne-Les Rangiers, honoring Tinguely’s
friend, the late race driver Jo Siffert (photo: https://docplayer.org/45933621-Installationsansichten-derausstellung-fotos-galerie-denise-rene.html, session 13-Sep-18)
Bottom: film sequence of Tinguelys “Klamauk” Art-Machine in active use, 2011 on the streets of Basel. In
this
event
it
was
escorted
by
a
corso
of
historic
vehicles
(film
clip:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=si0UitSaUhg , session 13-Sep-18)

And to finally cut the long story short: the Ferrari we started out with did not find a new
owner at the auction in 2015…. .

36

MUSEUM TINGUELY, n. y.
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